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 Another Christmas season in 
Carbondale means, aside from the 
lighted wreaths and candy cane dec-
orations, the return of the annual 
Lights Fantastic Parade.
The 17th annual Lights Fantastic 
Parade will light up Saturday from 
6 p.m. to 7 p.m. The parades route 
means several intersections through-
out Carbondale will be blocked off 
beginning at 5 p.m. and will not be 
open again until 7:15 p.m. 
“It’s one of the largest events in 
Carbondale and the only city parade,” 
said Meghan Cole, executive director 
of Carbondale Main Street, the orga-
nization that handles the planning 
and promotion for the parade. “The 
community really comes out for this 
event.”
Detours will be put in place around 
the parade route and will block off 
downtown Carbondale from vehicle 
traffic. Any vehicles still parked with-
in the detour zone will be towed.
Southbound traffic on University 
Avenue will not be detoured, but 
motorists will be advised to slow 
down between Freeman Street and 
Grand Avenue.
Among the parade participants 
will be The Carbondale Boys and 
Girls Club and the Carbondale Lions 
Club. This year will mark the second 
year of participation for the Boys and 
Girls club, and the 17th for the Lions 
Club.
The Boys and Girls Club choir 
and cheerleading squads will be in 
the parade, as well as a decorated 
car made by the children of the 
organization.
Sunshine Dzierzynski-Wilson, 
program director of the Boys and 
Girls Club, remembers their first 
year at the parade.
“It was cold and fast,”Dzierzynski-
Wilson said. “Otherwise the kids had 
a good time.”
Carbondale prepares for 
Lights Fantastic Parade
City advises of  road closures for event
See LIGHTS, Page 5
City Council meets for  
community, Italian food
CTA bill 
out of  gas
 Barton Lorimor
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 Who knew that one of the jobs 
of being Mayor of Carbondale was 
seating City Council members at an 
Italian restaurant?
Mayor Brad Cole called a spe-
cial meeting of the City Council at 
Alongi’s Italian Restaurant in the 
University Mall Thursday night. The 
meeting, Cole said, was an opportu-
nity for Council members to meet 
in a social gathering with senior-level 
city officials. This was the second 
time such a meeting had been called 
this year.
Nineteen places were set, and only 
Councilman Lance Jack was absent 
from the lineup. No formal agenda 
was set, which allowed discussion 
open to whatever had been on the 
mind of City Council members.
Unlike most discussions at City 
Council meetings, Thursday’s talks 
focused on favorite concerts at the Du 
Quoin State Fair, Saluki basketball and 
how many times Councilman Chris 
Wissmann’s car had been towed.
As the evening began to close and 
dessert menus came around, Cole 
asked the City Council to share what 
they were thankful for. Aside from 
the general thanks for family and 
health, Councilman Steven Haynes 
said he was thankful for the City 
Council members.
“We don’t always agree, but we 
can agree to disagree,” he said.
Cole said he was thankful to have 
the opportunity to serve on the City 
Council for more than half of the 
time he has lived in Carbondale.
Wissmann reflected Haynes’ com-
ments, but in a more personal way 
than serving on the City Council
“I don’t think my life as a real 
adult began until I came here. This is 
the first place I ever felt comfortable 
being myself,” he said.
One of the newer faces at the 
table of Interim City Attorney Jamie 
Snyder, who was appointed to his 
position upon the resignation of for-
mer City Attorney Jeff Berkbigler. 
Since graduating with a law 
degree from Roger Williams 
University, Snyder has worked for 
a private law firm in Bloomington 
and as the assistant states attorney 
for Jackson County. He had been 
assistant city attorney for Carbondale 
since July and hopes to takeover the 
post permanently.
Barton Lorimor can be reached at 
536-331 ext. 274 or 
barton.lorimor@siude.com. 
 THOMAS BARKER ~ DAILY EGYPTIAN
Mayor Brad Cole talks with City Manager Jeff Doherty Thursday 
night at Alongi’s Italian Restaurant. The Carbondale City Council 
had an informal meeting preceded by dinner on the city. The 
meeting followed no set agenda and was open to the public.
I don’t think my life 
as a real adult began 
until I came here. This 
is the first place I ever 
felt comfortable being 
myself. 
 
— Councilman Chris Wissmann
“
Council holds 
special meeting at 
Alongi’s restaurant
 
Barton Lorimor
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 A measure to support the 
Chicago Transit Authority was 
denied by the Illinois House of 
Representatives Wednesday night, 
which could lead to an earlier deci-
sion on the capital construction 
plan. 
That plan could potential-
ly bring in $145 million to SIU 
if passed. The money would go 
toward a new transportation facil-
ity and completion of the Morris 
Library renovation.
The majority of bi-partisan leg-
islators decided against a measure 
Wednesday night to support the 
CTA with $385 million of state 
money during a special session of 
the general assembly. 
Dave Gross, a spokesman for 
SIU, said a suggestion by State 
Rep. Tom Cross, R-Oswego, would 
merge the CTA bill with the pro-
posed capital construction plan — 
a measure to pay for construction 
projects statewide. 
See CTA, Page 5
 Allison Petty
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 River Huston used comedy, life 
experience and an 18-inch purple 
sex toy to reach her audience.
Huston’s performance of 
“Sex, Cellulite and Large Farm 
Equipment,” a one-woman show 
that runs the gamut from comedy 
to condom demonstrations, brought 
about 70 people to Ballroom D of 
the Student Center Thursday night.
She opened with the same action 
that provoked Huston’s 1995 arrest 
for obscenity: demonstrating, on a 
prop penis, how to apply a condom.
Without using her hands.
Through the following 90 min-
utes, Huston discussed her arrest, 
body image, childhood, stint as a 
marijuana farmer, wild sex life, expe-
rience as an educator and poet, and 
battle with two terminal illnesses.
Huston was diagnosed with 
HIV 18 years ago — just two weeks 
before she graduated from college.
The following year, she was diag-
nosed with a rare bone marrow 
disorder that led to 13 years of che-
motherapy, she said.
Despite the setbacks, Huston 
remains positive.
“(Being diagnosed) was almost 
like a freeing thing,” Huston said. 
Not your mother’s sex talk
Comedian explores 
‘Sex, Cellulite, Large 
Farm Equipment’
EDYTA BŁASZCZYK ~ DAILY EGYPTIAN
River Huston recites one of her poems about her life with HIV at the ‘Sex, Cellulite & Large Farm 
Equipment’ show Thursday night in Ballroom D at the Student Center. Hudson is a comedian, author 
and  poet that travels the country performing her solo show. 
See SHOW, Page 5
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NEWS BRIEFS
CORRECTIONS
If you spot an error, please contact the 
DAILY EGYPTIAN accuracy desk at 536-3311, 
ext. 253.
CALENDAR
Submit calendar items to the 
DAILY EGYPTIAN newsroom, 
Communications 1247, at least 
two days before event, or call 
(618) 536-3311, ext. 266.
The calendar is a free service for 
community groups. We cannot 
guarantee that all items will run.
POLICE REPORTS
AccuWeather® 7-Day Forecast for Carbondale
SATURDAY
53°
52°
TODAY
52°
35°
SUNDAY
54°
36°
MONDAY
43°
30°
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY
48° 48°
31° 34°
Forecasts and graphics provided by AccuWeather, Inc. ©2007
Cloudy; windy in
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Times of clouds
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THURSDAY
48°
30°
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High High
Low Low
High
Low
A thick cloud
cover
Night Safety Transit 
now begins at 6 p.m. 
(prior was 7 p.m.)
Voices of Inspiration 
Annual Fall Concert
• 7 p.m. Saturday at Hopewell M.B. 
Church, 400 E. Main St.
• Gospel choir concert
• Free admission
• For more information, contact Angela 
Jiles 708-925-2425
There are no items to report today.
Former Illinois Rep. 
Henry Hyde dead at 83 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Henry Hyde, 
the famously conservative former long-
time Illinois congressman, may not have 
been exactly the man many thought they 
knew.
He remained a staunch foe of abor-
tion and maintained President Bill Clinton 
deserved impeachment, but shortly before 
his January retirement, the 32-year House 
veteran said he was “perhaps somewhat 
more liberal” now.
“I do believe government increasingly 
is a remedy of last resort of many issues,” he 
told The Associated Press in one of his last 
farewell-to-politics interviews.
Still Hyde, who died Thursday at 83, 
remained an inspiration to his fellow 
Republicans.
“Many Republicans these days feel 
they can earn their credentials by check-
ing a pro-life box or giving a strategically 
timed defense speech,” said Former House 
Majority Leader Tom DeLay, R-Texas. “Not 
Henry— he acted on his principles, fighting 
for, and winning conservative policy battles 
even as his body was failing him. That made 
him one of the Conservative movement’s 
greatest assets.”
Hyde, who underwent open-heart sur-
gery in July, died about 2:30 a.m. CST at 
Rush University Medical Center in Chicago, 
hospital spokeswoman Mary Ann Schultz 
said.
He had been admitted Sunday for per-
sistent renal failure related to his cardiac 
condition, and then suffered from a fatal 
arrhythmia, dying while asleep, she said.
Ex-teacher’s abuse 
trial moved from 
Champaign County 
URBANA (AP) — The trial of a former 
Urbana elementary school teacher charged 
with molesting nine students has been 
moved out of Champaign County.
Champaign County Judge Harry Clem 
granted a defense motion to move the trial 
of 27-year-old Jon Andrew White to Macon 
County because of pretrial publicity. The trial 
is set for Feb. 25.
White faces three counts of predatory 
criminal sexual assault and 13 counts of 
aggravated criminal sexual abuse for alleg-
edly molesting nine girls while teaching at 
Thomas Paine Grade School.
White, of Villa Grove, faces similar 
charges in McLean County and will be tried 
separately there. Authorities allege White 
molested two girls while teaching first grade 
at a Normal elementary school.
White has pleaded not-guilty to all 
charges.
Second teenager 
charged in robberies 
that led to grad 
student’s death 
CHICAGO (AP) — Police charged a 
second teenager Thursday in a string of 
armed robberies that allegedly culminat-
ed in the fatal shooting of a University of 
Chicago graduate student from Senegal.
Demetrius Warren, 17, was charged with 
three counts of armed robbery and one 
count of aggravated discharge of a weapon, 
but was not charged with murder in the 
death of Amadou Cisse, said police spokes-
man Officer Marcel Bright.
Walker, 16, was charged Wednesday 
with one count of first-degree murder, three 
counts of armed robbery, one count of 
attempted armed robbery and one count 
of aggravated discharge of a firearm. A Cook 
County judge denied bond for Walker dur-
ing a court appearance at which he did not 
enter a plea.
Warren’s charges related to two inci-
dents that took place on Nov. 19 near the 
university’s campus in the 90 minutes before 
Cisse was killed, authorities said. In the first, 
someone shot at a university employee 
about two blocks from the murder scene. 
In the second, two female students were 
robbed.
Cisse, 29, was shot in the chest just steps 
from his home near the university. A native 
of Dakar, Senegal, Cisse just weeks before 
his death successfully defended his disserta-
tion, which was a study of how molecules 
diffuse and migrate through polymers.
Illinois court deals 
blow to owners of 
casino license 
S P R I N G F I E L D  (AP) — The Illinois 
Supreme Court is refusing to hear an appeal 
in the long dispute over an unused river-
boat casino license, a move that state offi-
cials hailed Thursday as a major step toward 
freeing up the license.
“The case is over with as far as I’m con-
cerned,” said Aaron Jaffe, chairman of the 
Illinois Gaming Board. The board will soon 
begin the process of auctioning the license 
off to a new casino company, he said.
Attorney General Lisa Madigan said the 
decision moves Illinois “a significant step 
closer to being able to reissue the license to 
suitable owners and generate much-need-
ed revenues.”
But Robert Clifford, attorney for Emerald 
Casino Inc., said the casino’s sharehold-
ers aren’t ready to give up their fight to 
retain control of the license. They argue any 
old problems with the company’s actions 
were invalidated when the Gaming Board 
renewed the license for technical reasons 
early this year.
An appellate court recently ruled 
against Emerald on that argument, but the 
Supreme Court hasn’t considered the issue 
yet. The dispute could also be taken to fed-
eral court, Clifford said.
Emerald was originally supposed to 
open a casino in the Chicago suburb of 
Rosemont under a law passed in 1999. But 
legal and administrative disputes kept the 
casino from being built.
The state has lost $1 billion in revenue 
because the license — one of only 10 casino 
licenses for Illinois — was not being used, 
Jaffe estimated.
Prosecutor: Terrorist 
group sought ‘unholy 
alliance’ with al-Qaida 
MIAMI (AP) — A construction worker 
commanded a homegrown terrorism cell 
that sought an “unholy alliance” with al-
Qaida to destroy Chicago’s Sears Tower and 
bomb several FBI offices, a federal prosecu-
tor said Thursday in closing arguments at 
the group’s trial.
Narseal Batiste and his “soldiers” ulti-
mately aimed to topple the U.S. government, 
and intended to use the attacks to spark a 
broader insurrection — even freeing prison-
ers to become guerrilla fighters, prosecutor 
Jacqueline Arango told jurors in the case of 
the group dubbed the “Liberty City Seven.”
Batiste attorney Ana M. Jhones ques-
tioned the legality of investigators’ tactics, 
claiming that Batiste was “entrapped” by the 
informants as part of the FBI’s zealousness in 
making terrorism arrests following the Sept. 
11, 2001, attacks.
The seven defendants each face as 
many as 70 years in prison if convicted of 
all four terrorism-related charges, including 
conspiracy to provide material support to 
al-Qaida and plotting to wage war against 
the U.S. government. The defendants 
claim they were faking the plot to dupe an 
informant out of money. They never obtained 
explosives.
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‘Tis the season to be giving — and 
one group is keeping that in mind 
while serving low-income families 
throughout southern Illinois.
The Southern Illinois AIDS 
Holiday Project serves clients of the 
Southern Illinois AIDS Consortium, 
which consists of 130 low-income 
families impacted by HIV and AIDS 
throughout the 17 southern-most 
counties of Illinois, said program 
coordinator Wally Paynter.
According to the Center for 
Disease Control and Prevention Web 
site, AIDS is characterized by a weak-
ening immune system developed by a 
disease causing agent, HIV. HIV is 
passed through blood-to-blood and 
sexual contact. According to the Web 
site, only some suffering from HIV 
infection develop AIDS. 
Paynter said the project aims to 
meet the needs of families who have 
at least one family member suffer-
ing from HIV or AIDS. One goal 
is to help these families with their 
basic needs, he said, and to provide 
holiday gifts.
“Even if you’re the only person 
who’s impacted with AIDS in the 
household, it’s going to impact the 
whole family,” Paynter said.
Christy Hamilton, wellness 
coordinator at the Student Health 
Center, said 
the project is 
a worthy cause 
that extends 
beyond the 
basic AIDS 
programs. 
“It’s a 
great cause,” 
Hamilton said. 
“I’m hoping to become more involved 
in it.”
The project began this year, Paynter 
said, and is modeled after a similar 
project in Evansville. Evansville serves 
four or five of the southeastern coun-
ties of Illinois, he said, but this is the 
first year all 17 counties of southern 
Illinois are being covered.
The project gathered holiday 
requests from families and is working 
to provide clothing, gifts and food 
for each impacted family. The group 
is also rais-
ing money for 
grocery store 
gift cards for 
each family.
P a y n t e r 
said the group 
raised $2,600 
already, trans-
lating into 
$20 per family. That’s hardly enough 
to buy a good amount of groceries, 
Paynter said. The group will continue 
to take donations through Dec. 20, 
and gift cards will be mailed to families 
on Dec. 21.
“We’re looking for people to help 
make donations,” Paynter said.
Ultimately the project aims at giv-
ing each family a happy holiday, espe-
cially for those who may not be around 
next holiday season.
“For some of the families, the par-
ent is terminal and our goal is to make 
a happy holiday memory,” Paynter 
said.
The group is always looking for 
more volunteers to help with current 
projects, Paynter said, but people are 
also needed to help plan fundraisers 
for next year. There are at least two 
fundraisers planned for next year, he 
said, as well as a Carbondale AIDS 
walk. 
“Additional volunteers are needed 
to make this project a success,” Paynter 
said.
Madeleine Leroux can be reached at 
536-3311 ext. 254 or mleroux@siu.edu.
Holiday help for families with AIDS
Southern Illinois AIDS Holiday Project 
aims to make happy holiday memories
Even if you’re the only person 
who’s impacted with AIDS in the 
household, it’s going to impact 
the whole family. 
 
— Wally Paynter
Southern Illinois AIDS Consortium program coordinator
“
Donations can be sent to the 
Holiday Project through the 
Newman Center. Anyone interested 
in volunteering can contact Wally 
Paynter at wallypaynter@aol.com. 
ANTHONY SOUFFLÉ ~ DAILY EGYPTIAN
Barron the dog sits on top of his dog house watching the cars go by Wednesday afternoon at 
his home on East Oak Street. “His dad used to do that and now his puppies do that, they sit on top 
their house,” said Juanita Bradsfield,p the dog’s owner.
Gary Gentile
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
L O S  A N G ELES  — 
Hollywood studios presented a new 
contract offer to striking film and 
TV writers Thursday that the stu-
dios said would pay writers millions 
of dollars extra for shows created for 
the Internet.
But writers said some of the 
proposals amounted to rollbacks 
and said studios should adopt their 
counteroffer.
The Writers Guild of America 
said it asked for a recess in the 
talks until Tuesday to consider its 
options, but it called on members 
to continue picketing Friday and 
Monday.
The producers said the new 
offer, dubbed the “New Economic 
Partnership,” included payments for 
work shown on the Internet, the key 
sticking points in the talks.
“The entire value of the New 
Economic Partnership will deliver 
more than $130 million in addition-
al compensation above and beyond 
the more than $1.3 billion writers 
already receive each year,” the state-
ment from the Alliance of Motion 
Picture and Television Producers 
said.
The $130 million sum appeared 
to be an annual figure, but the brief 
statement did not clarify whether 
the amount was per year or over the 
three-year life of a proposed new 
contract. No details of the terms 
were released in the first statement 
since both sides imposed a media 
blackout Monday.
The guild countered with a 
lengthier response, saying the pro-
ducers’ proposal only dealt with 
advertising-supported programs 
streamed for free and jurisdiction 
over shows created for the Web “and 
it amounts to a massive rollback.”
The writers said their plan, pre-
sented Thursday, would cost produc-
ers $151 million over three years.
“That’s a little over a 3 percent 
increase in writer earnings each year, 
while company revenues are project-
ed to grow at a rate of 10 percent,” 
the statement said. “We are falling 
behind.”
The conflicting details and tone 
of the statements is confusing, said 
Jonathan Handel, an entertainment 
lawyer who served in the 1990s as 
an associate counsel for the writers 
guild.
“None of this computes,” Handel 
said. “It’s very difficult to analyze 
this in any rigorous way.”
Hollywood makes 
new offer to writers
WIRE REPORTS
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One woman, three 
children die in  fire, no 
smoke detectors found
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) — A fire started 
by a candle swept through a two-story 
house, killing a woman and three children, 
fire officials said.
The woman’s body was found on the 
lower level. The children, two girls and a 
younger boy, were found together in an 
upstairs hallway, according to fire officials.
“They may have become disoriented 
and tried to huddle together and tried 
to get out,” said Deputy Fire Chief Luis 
Santiago.
The fire started around 10 p.m. on 
Wednesday and was contained within an 
hour, according to fire officials. Authorities 
said it appeared there were no smoke 
detectors in the house.
W       
Former Milwaukee 
officers sentenced 
to prison in off-duty 
beating of biracial man 
M I LWAU K E E  (AP) — Three white 
former police officers were sentenced to 
long prison terms Thursday for the off-duty 
beating of a biracial man, an attack that 
outraged the city and sent protesters into 
the streets.
A judge sentenced Jon Bartlett to 17 
years and four months, with three years 
of supervision and $16,365 in restitution. 
Daniel Masarik was sentenced to 15 years 
and eight months, and Andrew Spengler 
received the same sentence.
Bartlett, 36, Masarik, 27, and Spengler, 
28, were convicted with another former 
officer for taking part in the beating of 
Frank Jude Jr. outside a housewarming 
party in October 2004.
Bartlett was the ringleader in the attack, 
Jude wrote in a statement submitted to 
the court Thursday. Jude feared for his life 
and had hoped U.S. District Judge Charles 
Clevert would give Bartlett the maximum 
20-year sentence, he wrote.
“You and your fellow police officer 
friends attempted to kill me and take my 
life,” he wrote. “Mr. Bartlett, you are a dis-
grace, a disgrace to all police officers, and 
every public official in the world.”
Bartlett apologized to Jude in court 
Thursday, but he stood by his claim that he 
had to deal with the unruly suspect.
S   
British teacher 
convicted, receives 15 
days instead of lashings
K H A R TO U M , Sudan (AP) — A 
Sudanese court convicted a British teacher 
Thursday of insulting Islam for letting her 
students name a teddy bear Muhammad 
and sentenced her to 15 days in prison, 
avoiding a heavier punishment of 40 lash-
es. The teacher wept in court, insisting she 
never meant to offend.
The sentence and quick seven-hour 
trial were aimed at swiftly resolving the 
case, which had put Sudan’s government 
in an embarrassing position — facing the 
anger of Britain on one side and potential 
trouble from powerful Islamic hard-liners 
on the other.
N    Y  
The shows go on: 
Broadway comes back 
to life after strike 
NEW YORK (AP) — Broadway came 
back to life Thursday as stage-starved fans 
lined up in the cold for tickets and theaters 
reopened their doors following a 19-day 
stagehands strike that took a big toll on 
the local economy.
The mood was ecstatic all around the 
theater district. Tourists, actors, stage-
hands, restaurants, musicians, hot dog 
vendors — basically anyone remotely 
affected by Broadway — were all thrilled 
about the return of musicals and plays.
“I never thought I’d have the opportu-
nity to see a Broadway show! And the price 
is right,” Canadian tourist Susie Biamonte 
said as she waited for steeply discounted 
$26.50 tickets to “Chicago” — reopening 
Thursday with a new cast that included 
two stars from “The Sopranos.”
The strike inflicted serious harm on 
Broadway during one of the best times 
of the year, when the city is teeming with 
tourists and Christmas shoppers. Officials 
estimated that the city lost about $38 mil-
lion because of the strike.
The end of the walkout meant a scram-
ble for new opening nights for shows 
that were in previews when the strike hit. 
Aaron Sorkin’s “The Farnsworth Invention” 
will now open Mon.; “August: Osage 
County” from Chicago’s Steppenwolf 
Theatre Company, Tues. “The Seafarer” 
arrives Thurs.; and Dec. 9 will be the new 
opening for a long-lost Mark Twain com-
edy, “Is He Dead?”
 Roxana Hegeman
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
EL DORADO, Kan. — A 
body found in Kansas appears 
to be that of a missing college 
student who led a secret life 
as an Internet porn star, police 
said Thursday.
Authorities said the prelimi-
nary physical description of the 
body found about 50 miles east 
of El Dorado matches that of 
missing college student Emily 
Sander. Investigators refused to 
give details about the state of 
the body or how it was found.
Police Chief Tom Boren 
said the cause of death was 
not yet known. An autopsy is 
planned.
Sander, 18, was last seen 
leaving an El Dorado bar Friday 
with a man who has been the 
focus of a nationwide search 
since police found large quanti-
ties of blood in a Kansas motel 
room where he was staying.
Prior to finding the body, 
investigators said they had not 
found a link between Sander 
and her activities as an online 
porn star named Zoey Zane. 
But publicity about her explicit 
photos brought a flood of tips, 
many of them false leads.
“No tips were generated 
from it,” Boren said.
Sander, who attended Butler 
Community College, left the 
bar with Israel Mireles, 24. 
Authorities are looking for him 
and his 16-year-old pregnant 
girlfriend.
The rental car Mireles was 
driving was found abandoned 
Tuesday in Vernon, Texas, where 
he has relatives. Investigators 
interviewed family members 
and planned to bring the vehi-
cle back to Kansas for process-
ing.
“We feel they know where 
he is at, but they haven’t shared 
that with us,” Boren said.
On Thursday, searchers on 
foot and all-terrain vehicles 
were checking the tall grass 
along each side of Highway 54 
near Neal, Kan., as they traced 
the route Mireles may have 
taken Saturday on the way to 
Baxter Springs to pick up his 
girlfriend.
So far searches using dogs, 
planes, underwater equipment 
and divers at the Walnut River 
dam have yielded no new evi-
dence.
“We have about exhausted 
a lot of the resources we have 
until we can focus on a particu-
lar area,” Boren said.
Dozens of people gathered 
Wednesday in El Dorado for 
a candlelight vigil for Sander. 
The turnout moved her grand-
father, Clement Sander, who 
said Emily Sander’s disappear-
ance shows tragedy can sud-
denly strike anyone.
“All I can say to you young 
folks out there is be careful,” he 
said. “It is a cruel world.”
Police: body matches description 
of missing student, porn star 
JAIME OPPENHEIMER ~ MCCLATCHEY
A diver searches the Walnut River in El Dorado, Kan., for missing 
18-year-old Emily Sander on Wednesday.
 Ben Feller
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
WASHINGTON — President 
Bush sternly pressed Democrats to 
approve money to fund the Iraq 
war “without strings and without 
delay” before leaving town for the 
Christmas holidays, something 
congressional leaders have already 
indicated they will not do.
After more failed attempts to 
pass legislation ordering troops 
home from Iraq, Democrats have 
said they plan to sit on Bush’s $196 
billion request for war spending 
until next year.
Bush said this will push the 
Pentagon toward an accounting 
nightmare and affect the military’s 
ability to do its job protecting the 
country.
“The American people expect 
us to work together to support our 
troops. That’s what they want,” Bush 
said Thursday after spending two 
hours meeting at the Pentagon with 
military leaders. “They do not want 
the government to create needless 
uncertainty for those defending our 
country and uncertainty for their 
families. They do not want disputes 
in Washington to undermine our 
troops in Iraq just as they’re seeing 
clear signs of success.”
Senate Majority Leader Harry 
Reid, D-Nev., responded that 
Democrats will get troops the 
money they need as part of a “war 
strategy worthy of their sacrifices.”
“Bush Republicans have indefi-
nitely committed our military to a 
civil war that has taken a tremen-
dous toll on our troops and our 
ability to respond to other very 
real threats around the world,” Reid 
said.
Meanwhile, there was at least 
a sign of a potential breakthrough. 
Rep. John Murtha, D-Pa., said 
Thursday that after talking with 
President Bush’s adviser on the Iraq 
war, he thinks Congress and the 
White House might be able to end 
the showdown on war funding.
After a phone conversation on 
Wednesday initiated by Lt. Gen. 
Douglas Lute, Murtha said he’s 
“more optimistic that there’s a pos-
sibility now.” Murtha, chairman of 
the defense appropriations subcom-
mittee, said one possible area where 
he thinks Democratic leaders could 
compromise is on a date to end the 
war. He said Democratic leaders 
want Bush to “sit down and work 
out a plan with the Congress so that 
we work this whole thing out.”
The House has passed a $50 
billion bill that would keep war 
operations afloat for several more 
months, but set a goal of bringing 
most troops home by December 
2008. After Bush threatened to veto 
the measure, Senate Republicans 
have blocked it. In turn, Democratic 
leaders say they won’t send Bush a 
war spending bill this year at all.
In response, Pentagon officials 
began saying the military will have 
to take drastic steps next month if it 
doesn’t get the money soon. Defense 
Secretary Robert Gates has ordered 
the Army and Marine Corps 
to begin planning for a series of 
expected cutbacks, including civilian 
layoffs, termination of contracts and 
reduced operations at bases.
 Maamoun Youssef
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
CAIRO, Egypt — Al-Qaida 
chief Osama bin Laden called on 
Europeans to stop helping the United 
States in the war in Afghanistan, 
according to excerpts of a new audio-
tape broadcast Thursday on Al-Jazeera 
television.
Bin Laden said it was unjust for 
the United States to have invaded 
Afghanistan for sheltering him after 
the Sept. 11 terror 
attacks, saying he was 
the “only one respon-
sible” for the deadly 
assaults on New York 
and Washington.
“The events of 
Manhattan were 
retaliation against the 
American-Israeli alli-
ance’s aggression against 
our people in Palestine 
and Lebanon, and I am 
the only one respon-
sible for it. The Afghan 
people and government 
knew nothing about it. 
America knows that,” 
the al-Qaida leader 
said.
The message 
appeared to be another 
attempt by bin Laden to influence 
public opinion in the West. In 2004, 
he offered Europeans a truce if they 
stopped attacking Muslims, then later 
spoke of a truce with the U.S. In both 
cases, al-Qaida then denounced those 
areas for not accepting its offer.
State Department spokesman 
Sean McCormack dismissed the new 
tape as typical of bin Laden’s tactics 
and expressed faith in the European 
allies.
“I think our NATO allies under-
stand quite clearly what is at stake 
in Afghanistan as well as elsewhere 
around the world in fighting the war 
on terror,” he told reporters. “It’s going 
to require a sustained commitment 
over a period of time and we have seen 
that kind of commitment from our 
European allies.”
FBI analysts were reviewing 
the tape but were not 
immediately able to say 
how long it was or when 
it might have been 
recorded nor could they 
provide other details. 
Spokesman Richard 
Kolko said it was being 
examined “to determine 
if it is authentic and for 
any intelligence value.”
“As the FBI has said 
since 9/11, bin Laden 
was responsible for the 
attack,” Kolko said in a 
statement. “In this latest 
tape, he again acknowl-
edged his responsibil-
ity. This should help to 
clarify for all the con-
spiracy theorists, again 
— the 9/11 attack was 
done by bin Laden and al-Qaida.”
This has been the deadliest year in 
Afghanistan since the U.S.-led inva-
sion in late 2001, with more than 6,100 
people killed — including more than 
800 civilians — in militant attacks and 
military operations, according to an 
Associated Press tally of figures from 
Afghan and Western officials.
Bush looks for funding 
approval as Christmas 
break approaches
Osama bin Laden tape 
pleas to Europeans to 
stop fighting with U.S.
As the FBI has said 
since 9/11, bin Laden 
was responsible for 
the attack. In this 
latest tape, he again 
acknowledged his 
responsibility. This 
should help to clarify 
for all the conspiracy 
theorists, again — 
the 9/11 attack was 
done by bin Laden 
and al-Qaida.
 
— Richard Kolko
FBI spokesman
“
Paul Sorgen, President of the 
Carbondale Lions Club, said they 
have participated in the event since 
it’s beginning, but this year will 
be the first year they do not have 
a float in the parade. Instead, a 
woman dressed as a lion will rep-
resent their club this year.
“We used to have a float in it, 
but we gave it away to someone 
else,” Sorgen said.
Sorgen was formerly the 
Director of Finance for the City 
of Carbondale, and said he was 
among the group of planners at 
City Hall who originally founded 
the parade.
“Originally we wanted it to be 
floats, only not pulled by a truck,” 
Sorgen said. “We wanted self-con-
tained floats without the motors 
showing, but it didn’t turn out that 
way. Now it’s all moved away from 
that.”
David Lopez can be reached at 
536-3311 ext. 273 or at 
dave.lopez@siude.com.
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Gross said the most significant 
debate the House dealt with is how 
to pay for the projects. A report 
from the Associated Press stated 
Gov. Rod Blagojevich transferred 
$25 million out of construction 
projects to support the CTA during 
an emergency finance move.
“That question really wasn’t 
answered satisfactorily to many of 
the members that decided to vote 
against the (CTA) proposal,” Gross 
said.
Support for CTA joins a list 
of issues, including restoration of 
budget cuts and capital construc-
tion, still drawing attention in the 
House. All three have problems 
with where the money comes from, 
though Gross said legislators are 
more accepting of a gambling 
expansion to finance capital con-
struction.
State Rep. John Bradley, D-
Marion, said he thinks the House’s 
next major issue should be restoring 
money cut from the 2008 budget 
by Blagojevich to expand health-
care. Blagojevich redirected $500 
million from the annual spending 
plan in August, which left many 
“pork projects” without state sup-
port. Some of those projects would 
be applicable for support from the 
capital construction plan.
Bradley said restoring the 
money could resolve multiple issues 
the House is facing. Such issues 
include restoring money for proj-
ects originally in the budget that 
may be included in capital con-
struction, continued talks of sup-
porting the CTA and a potential 
energy rate increase brought up by 
Ameren. 
Barton Lorimor can be reached at 
536-3311 ext. 274 or 
barton.lorimor@siude.com. 
CTA
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 That question really wasn’t 
answered satisfactorily to 
many of the members that 
decided to vote against the 
(CTA) proposal.
 
— Dave Gross
SIU spokesman
“
 Maria Cheng
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
LONDON — Like UV rays 
and diesel exhaust fumes, working 
the graveyard shift will soon be listed 
as a “probable” cause of cancer.
It is a surprising step validating 
a concept once considered wacky. 
And it is based on research that 
finds higher rates of breast and pros-
tate cancer among women and men 
whose work day starts after dark.
Next month, the International 
Agency for Research on Cancer, the 
cancer arm of the World Health 
Organization, will add overnight 
shift work as a probable carcinogen.
The higher cancer rates don’t 
prove working overnight can cause 
cancer. There may be other fac-
tors common among graveyard shift 
workers that raise their risk for can-
cer.
However, scientists suspect that 
overnight work is dangerous because 
it disrupts the circadian rhythm, the 
body’s biological clock. The hor-
mone melatonin, which can suppress 
tumor development, is normally pro-
duced at night.
If the graveyard shift theory 
eventually proves correct, millions 
of people worldwide could be affect-
ed. Experts estimate that nearly 20 
percent of the working population 
in developed countries work night 
shifts.
Among the first to spot the night 
shift-cancer connection was Richard 
Stevens, a cancer epidemiologist 
and professor at the University of 
Connecticut Health Center. In 1987, 
Stevens published a paper suggest-
ing a link between light at night and 
breast cancer.
Back then, he was trying to figure 
out why breast cancer incidence sud-
denly shot up starting in the 1930s 
in industrialized societies, where 
nighttime work was considered a 
hallmark of progress. Most scientists 
were bewildered by his proposal.
But in recent years, several stud-
ies have found that women working 
at night over many years were indeed 
more prone to breast cancer. Also, 
animals that have their light-dark 
schedules switched develop more 
cancerous tumors and die earlier.
Some research also suggests that 
men working at night may have a 
higher rate of prostate cancer.
Because these studies mostly 
focused on nurses and airline crews, 
bigger studies in different popula-
tions are needed to confirm or dis-
prove the findings.
There are still plenty of skeptics. 
And to put the risk in perspective, 
the “probable carcinogen” tag means 
that the link between overnight work 
and cancer is merely plausible.
Among the long list of agents 
that are listed as “known” carcino-
gens are alcoholic beverages and 
birth control pills. Such lists say 
nothing about exposure amount or 
length of time or how likely they are 
to cause cancer.
The American Cancer Society 
Web site notes that carcinogens do 
not always cause cancer. The cancer 
society doesn’t make its own assess-
ments of possible cancer-causing 
agents, but relies on analyses by the 
IARC and a U.S. agency.
Graveyard shift soon to be listed 
as ‘probable’ cause of  cancer
“Who gives a damn? I’m supposed 
to die within the year so what the 
hell, I’m going to have a great day.”
Though her performance was 
peppered with jokes and innuendo, 
Huston said she hoped students 
would learn from her experiences.
“You could live your life a really 
long time and then you wake up one 
day and you’re like, is this it? And 
you don’t have to do that,” Huston 
said. “Take a look at your life. Are 
you doing everything that you want 
to do? Do you realize you can do 
anything you want to do?”
During the performance, Deanna 
Miller wiped away tears of laughter.
Miller, of Carbondale, said she 
had a blast watching Huston.
“She was hilarious, but she got 
her point across,” Miller said.
Casey Levan enjoyed the perfor-
mance so much she couldn’t choose 
a favorite part.
“She had the funny part where 
she brought you into it, but then she 
would talk about HIV and stuff like 
that,” said Levan, a junior from St. 
Louis studying music theater and 
advertising. “She kept it light but 
still talked about real issues.”
Allison Petty can be reached at 
536-3311 ext. 259 or 
allison.petty@siude.com.
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MISSION STATEMENT
The DAILY EGYPTIAN, the student-run newspaper of  Southern Illinois University 
Carbondale, is committed to being a trusted source of  news, information, commentary 
and public discourse, while helping readers understand the issues affecting their lives.
I’m trying to thin them out so we don’t hit them while we’re driving.”“
Nick White
freshman studying agricultural systems
on his reasoning for deer hunting during the  second portion of the firearm season
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Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Larry Dietz recently confirmed the 
university will continue not to contact the families of students who live on 
campus and experience a medical emergency.  Do you agree or disagree?
Actually, I disagree. I think if some student was to die, the parents should be notified. That way, other 
parents would know what’s going on, that way, you know, students won’t be wondering, ‘Well, what is 
happening, am I safe, am I not safe ...’ And then the parents will also be at mind that my child is this 
many miles away and that they know that if something were to happen they will be contacted.
Gregory Gilleylen
freshman studying aviatoin flight and management
Jauane Vinson
freshman studying elementary education
I disagree with that because certain students meet certain needs and their family only knows what they need 
so if they don’t contact them then ... it could get worse.
David Tabler
sophomore studying English education
Personally I feel that this issue should be put to rest ... The DE is trying to save themselves by attacking 
this system. Yes, it should be addressed, but this issue should be dropped for now because it’s jut bringing 
negative attention.
Nicole Saylor
senior studying English education
I totally agree. I think it should be up to the authorities. Because it’s really up to the authorities to 
pronounced someone injured ... or dead. It’s up to them to call the parents and I think it’s more of a legal 
right than anything else. So I don’t think that should be the university’s position to do it.
for more go to
sound
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Sudoku  By The Mepham Group
Solution to Thursday’s puzzle
Complete the grid so each row, column and 
3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit
1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.
© 2007 The Mepham Group. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved. 11/30/07
Level: 1 2 3 4
by Justin Borus and Andrew FeinsteinGirls and Sports
by Glenn McCoy The Duplex
(Answers tomorrow)
HELLO ODDLY POLLEN DAMAGEYesterday’s Jumbles:Answer: What the greyhound turned into when he
raced around the track — A “LAP” DOG
Now arrange the circled letters 
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.
THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by Henri Arnold and Mike Argirion
Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.
GAREW
FECOR
HAVEEB
RARQUY
©2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.
www.jumble.com 
OF ”“A:
(c) 2007, Tribune Media Services Inc. | Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Information Services. 
By Linda C. Black
Today’s Birthday. You’re confi-
dent and creative this year, but you’ll 
still have to play by the rules to win 
the big prize. Be humble and you can.
To get the advantage, check the 
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 
the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) — 
Today is a 9 — You’re full of big ideas, 
but still need to work out the details. 
Believe you can manifest your dreams, 
with a meticulous plan of action.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) — 
Today is a 5 — Best not to discuss 
plans that are not fully worked out yet. 
Give yourself the privacy to change 
your mind if you want.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) — 
Today is a 7 — For the next few 
days, you’ll be eye-to-eye with the 
basics in your life. There’ll be no way 
to avoid them, so you might as well 
get involved, like cleaning out the 
refrigerator.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) — 
Today is a 7 — Read the fine print. 
Don’t fall for a trick. All is not as it 
seems to be. Be extra careful and you’ll 
avoid a loss. Don’t buy the new car 
yet.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today 
is an 8 — Let yourself be enthusias-
tic, definitely. Enjoy life and love, just 
don’t talk about it much, and don’t 
make promises.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Today 
is a 6 — The closer you get to perfec-
tion, the better you always feel. You also 
always think of more that could be done, 
however. Put a lid on that for now.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — Today 
is a 7 — Your plans have been working 
well, but new complications will arise. 
This always happens when you get out 
into new territory. It’s part of the excite-
ment.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) — Today 
is a 6 — You can put up with an older 
person’s demands. You can even say 
some of the witty retorts you’ve been 
thinking. Don’t hold a grudge.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
— Today is a 7 — Rules and regula-
tions are the bane of your existence. 
You’d rather ignore them, but they’re 
everywhere. Give up and comply, to 
minimize stress.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) — 
Today is a 6 — Don’t believe the naysay-
ers — use them for motivation. Nobody 
knows how much you can accomplish, 
not even you. Actually, it’s huge.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — 
Today is a 7 — You and your mate have 
wonderful plans, which you can accom-
plish together. If you don’t, make some 
up. They keep life interesting.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) 
— Today is a 7 — It can be hard 
to speak up when you think others 
are better qualified. However, in this 
case, you’ll see something they’re 
missing. It could happen more than 
once.
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ACROSS 
1 Obfuscate
6 Design
10 Japanese peak
14 Like loud surf
15 Fabled loser
16 Israeli carrier
17 Popeye’s foe
18 Artist’s medium
19 Vegas rival
20 Beatles song, 
“__ Blues”
21 Former Vikings 
coach
24 Evening 
receptions
26 Haile Selassie 
worshiper
27 Palm fruit
29 Duel reminder
31 “Typee” sequel
32 Little bit
34 Atlantic islands
38 Besmirch
39 Top of the pops, 
e.g.
41 Author Levin
42 Sliced earlier
44 Diamond 
decider
45 Roman poet
46 Domain
48 Trailblazer
50 Rae Dawn __
53 Store gadget
55 Underwater 
weaponry
57 Emulate Ali
60 Charge per unit
61 Touched down
62 “Wicked Game” 
vocalist
64 Wrapped up
65 M. Lacoste
66 Al __ (pasta 
preference)
67 Pills, briefly
68 Soaked in anil
69 Egyptian 
crosses
DOWN 
1 Mollycoddle
2 Perry’s creator
3 Gettysburg 
Address 
opening word
4 Horse morsel
5 “Midnight Run” 
co-star
6 Unproductive 
communication
7 Singer Cleo
8 George of 
“Disraeli”
9 Costner role
10 Mondale’s slate-
mate
11 “__ Gold” 
(Fonda film)
12 Swimmer Evans
13 Ms. Massey
22 Well-read
23 Slight abrasion
25 Tic-tac-toe win
27 Freebie
28 Poet Khayyam
30 Using a bivouac
33 A/C measure
35 Wharf location
36 One of HOMES
37 Abolhassan 
Bani-__
39 Scottish town
40 Passed on
43 Intermediate 
equine paces
45 Any person
47 Actress 
Elizabeth
49 Iroquois tribe
50 Portable 
memory
51 Toss
52 Chose
54 “The __ Mutiny”
56 Word that 
follows 21A, 
39A, 55A, 3D 
and 35D
58 Courtroom 
declaration
59 Classic Jags
63 Legislator in DC
Monday
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Gloria Bode says 
check out the full list 
on siuDE.com/pulse
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Alicia Wade
1. Spend some quality time with your 
favorite gaming system, whether it be a 
Xbox 360. No one really wants to study 
all weekend.
2. Realize on Sunday you’ve spent far 
too much time with your favorite gaming 
system and hit the books. Finals are com-
ing! Yikes!
 Pulse Picks from the Pulse team
Here are some suggestions from the Pulse team
for what to do this weekend:
Jakina Hill
1. Go to the basketball game if you 
were fortunate enough to get a ticket.
2.  Study.
Audra Ord
1. Take advantage of the many oppor-
tunities you have to show school spirit this 
weekend and cheer on the Dawgs at either 
the football game or the basketball game.
2. Bundle up and head downtown to 
enjoy the Lights Fantastic parade Saturday 
night.
FOOTBALL
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
BASKETBALL
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
SATURDAY
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
Minutemen receiver J.J. Moore has 
notched 1,006 receiving yards this season, 
while Rasheed Rancher has averaged 
19.6 yards per catch this year.
SIU defensive coordinator Tracy 
Claeys said Massachusetts puts Moore 
and Rancher on opposite sides of the 
field, which will keep the Salukis from 
cheating coverage to one side of the 
field.
“They’re going to keep you more 
straight-up with things and we’re going 
to have people in the right places, and 
we’re going to have to make a few plays,” 
Claeys said.
SIU coach Jerry Kill said the Salukis 
can’t allow the Minutemen to get to 
senior quarterback Nick Hill frequently, 
such as when the Minutemen recorded 
eight sacks on New Hampshire quarter-
back Ricky Santos, the reigning Walter 
Payton Award winner, in a 27-7 win 
Nov. 10.
The Salukis will have to prepare for 
the Minutemen’s blitz package, and the 
key will be keeping Massachusetts off 
balance with different sets and having 
success on the ground and through the 
air, Kill said.
“They are a very physical, rambunc-
tious bunch,” Kill said.
Minutemen coach Don Brown said 
the Salukis’ offense is capable of throw-
ing the ball around or pounding it with 
the run, and are solid defensively with 
enough variation in the nickel package 
to make matters difficult for opposing 
offenses.
Hill has thrown eight touchdown 
passes in his last three games and com-
pleted more than 80 percent of his throws 
in the last two.
He completed 24 of 30 passes for 234 
yards and two touchdowns in SIU’s first-
round win over Eastern Illinois, while 
senior running back John Randle rushed 
12 times for 72 yards and caught five 
passes for 32 yards.
Hill was one of six Salukis named to 
the Gateway Football All-Conference 
first team this week, while Randle was 
one of seven named to the second team.
Kill said he felt SIU was properly 
represented on the all-conference teams, 
but he and the coaching staff were too 
tied up in preparing for Massachusetts to 
pay it much attention.
“We’re very proud of that, but like 
I said, anybody’d give any of that up to 
keep on winning,” Kill said.
Scott Mieszala can be reached at 
536-3311 ext. 256 or smieszala@siude.com.
“We have to dictate,” Lowery said. 
“We can’t play with guys that fast.”
Mullins said the Salukis lacked 
intensity in their loss to USC, which 
is exactly what they need to regain 
to capitalize against a similarly high-
scoring team in Indiana.
The Hoosiers average 85.3 points 
per game, more than one-third of 
which is accounted for by Gordon.
The Salukis leading scorer, senior 
forward Randal Falker, has been a 
commanding presence of late in the 
paint with 17 points and 6.8 rebounds 
per game.
Falker said the Salukis can’t afford 
to put the Hoosiers on a pedestal 
— they must simply play their style 
of defense.
“We just have to play our ‘D,’ like 
we’re taught to, like we’re brought up 
to.” Falker said. “That’s the kind of ‘D’ 
we know how to play.”
A week of intense practice has 
been the difference in shedding the 
loss, said senior forward Matt Shaw, 
and the Salukis are in the right frame 
of mind for the game.
Indiana leads the series 4-1 all-
time, including a 57-47 home victory 
last season. In their last visit to the 
SIU Arena, the Hoosiers were handed 
a 72-60 loss. 
Tip off for Saturday’s matchup 
will begin at 8:30 p.m. and will be 
televised live on ESPNU.
Megan Kramper can be reached at 
536-3311 ext. 282 or megkramp@siu.edu.
He said he noticed the increased 
pride for the athletic program as a 
whole when he traveled with the 
team to Anaheim, Calif., last week 
for the Anaheim Classic tourna-
ment and witnessed alumni he 
hadn’t seen in years with a rejuve-
nated sense of Saluki pride.
The football team has also 
become accustomed to national 
success, having reached the NCAA 
Football Playoffs every year since 
2003 and the quarterfinal round for 
three consecutive seasons.
Saturday’s matchup is the first 
time the Salukis have been at home 
for their quarterfinal game in that 
period, and coach Jerry Kill said 
the opportunity to correlate with 
a home men’s basketball game of 
such magnitude is a unique experi-
ence.
“I’ve only been here for seven 
years, but I’d say this probably goes 
down in history of having two big-
time sporting events,” Kill said.
The correlation of the two large-
scale events is historic for SIU, 
Athletic Director Mario Moccia 
said, but also means a hectic day for 
those in the athletic department in 
charge of coordinating the events.
Moccia said the day will cer-
tainly be the busiest the depart-
ment has experienced as it attempts 
to balance staff and coordinate 
such issues as fan parking, designed 
alumni functions and the corre-
sponding all-sports recruiting 
weekend.
“You’re running around after the 
football game to the press confer-
ences, and if we win we’ll have to 
meet with the site reps about next 
week’s game,” Moccia said. “Then 
you’re planning for the basketball 
game that’s only an hour and a half 
away.”
Moccia said he has encouraged 
fans to be patient with any parking 
problems caused by the back-to-
back events, and encouraged fans 
to leave their cars parked and enjoy 
Carbondale’s Lights Fantastic 
parade during the intermission.
 Mark Gazdik, assistant athletic 
director for marketing, will not be 
afforded the break, as he prepares 
to direct both games.
Gazdik, who handles both 
games from a public address and 
event standpoint, said the fact that 
both games are televised is great for 
the university but creates a more 
rigorous schedule to maintain.
“When you have television, 
you’re down to the second as to 
when you have to tip off, so mak-
ing sure that we tip off at the exact 
moment ESPN wants us to tip, 
that’s on me,” Gazdik said.
He said his day will begin at 
7:30 a.m. and end at 11:30 p.m. as 
he attempts to balance the separate 
events.
“I have never been a part of 
anything this big,” Gazdik said. “I 
don’t think the spotlight has ever 
been on a campus like it is Saturday 
here.”
Sean McGahan can be reached at 
536-3311 ext. 269 or 
mcgahan@siu.edu.
I’ve only been here for seven years, but I’d say this 
probably goes down in history of having two big-time 
sporting events.  
— Jerry Kill
SIU football coach
“
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What is your upset pick for this weekend?
“Championship weekend is ripe for the upset 
as both No. 9 Oklahoma and No. 11 Boston 
College will upend their higher-ranked oppo-
nents (No. 1 Missouri and No. 6 Virginia Tech) to 
take the conference crown, bringing back to the 
forefront yesterday’s plea to all conferences to 
instate a championship game ... please.”
“I’m driving the Bears’ playoff band-
wagon, and I’m going to keep riding them 
for my upset pick (even though I last picked 
them here when they lost to Seattle — I’m 
such a homer). The only team currently 
above .500 that the Giants have beaten this 
season is the free-falling Lions. I say Bears 
over Giants, 23-14.” 
“Arizona has been playing phenomenal 
basketball as of lately even without legend-
ary head coach Lute Olson.  The Wildcats 
have stressed defense and it has worked to 
their advantage as they gave No. 4 Kansas a 
run for its money Tuesday. So I’ll take them 
over No. 9 Texas A&M on Sunday and to be on 
the move for a spot in the Top 25.” 
Do you have questions for the Saluki 
Insider that you want answered?
E-mail: editor@siude.com
Saluki Men’s Basketball
STAT OF THE DAY
“I think (No. 9) Oklahoma will beat (No. 1) Missouri. I don’t really 
know if that’s a big upset. Missouri’s No. 1, but I think Oklahoma’s 
still a better team. Oklahoma has played better competition. I think 
Kansas almost should have beat Missouri last week, and it’s tough to 
beat Oklahoma, especially for a Big 12 championship.” 
– SIU men’s basketball guard Bryan Mullins
GUEST COMMENTATOR: BRYAN MULLINS
 No. 4 seed Southern Illinois 
Salukis (11-1) vs. Massachusetts 
Minutemen (10-2)
When: Saturday, Dec. 1
Time: 2:20 p.m.
Where: McAndrew Stadium
Broadcast: 95.1 FM (radio), www.siusalukis.com (audio Web 
cast), ESPN Gameplan (television)
The word on the Salukis...
SIU has not made the semifinals of the NCAA Division I 
Football Championship under coach Jerry Kill, but it has now 
reached the quarterfinals for three straight seasons. The Salukis 
have won five straight games by an average of 16.6 points. SIU 
defeated Eastern Illinois 30-11 in the opening round of the 
playoffs.
The word on the Minutemen...
Two losses this season do not reflect how good 
Massachusetts is — one was a 24-14 loss to then-No. 12 
Boston College of the Football Bowl Subdivision, and the other 
was 12-6 in terrible playing conditions. The Minutemen excel 
on defense, specifically rushing the passer. In the first round, 
Massachusetts beat Fordham, 49-35.
Position-by-position breakdown
Quarterback
SIU quarterback Nick Hill hasn’t missed a step in the 
playoffs, completing 24 of 30 passes for 234 yards and two 
touchdowns against Eastern Illinois. Hill has also begun pull-
ing the ball down and running more lately, with four rushing 
touchdowns in the last five games.
Sacks have accounted for Massachusetts quarterback Liam 
Coen’s negative rushing yards this season, but he’s an accurate 
quarterback who SIU defensive coordinator Tracy Claeys says 
throws balls that are easy to bring in. In his last two games, 
Coen has thrown eight touchdowns and two interceptions.
ADVANTAGE- SIU
Defensive ends
SIU has used a six-deep rotation at defensive end this 
season, and the Salukis’ leader with sacks is James Cloud, with 
6.5. Cloud sacked Eastern Illinois quarterback Bodie Reeder 
once in the first round. Devon Reese ranks second on SIU with 
4.5 sacks.
The Minutemen have recorded 41 sacks this season, 16.5 
of which came from their two starting defensive ends — David 
Burris, with 9.5, and Michael Hanson, with seven. Burris usually 
rushes from the open side of the line, while Hanson attacks 
from the tight end’s side.
ADVANTAGE- UM
The SIU men’s basketball 
team is 3-9 this decade against 
nationally-ranked teams, but 
has won every home game 
(against No. 17 Creighton in 
2003 and No. 24 Indiana in 
2001) during that span. The 
last team ranked in the top 
15 to visit SIU Arena was No. 
10 Missouri, who defeated the 
Salukis 86-66 Jan. 4, 1988. 
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How they compare
SO U T H E R N IL L I N O I S  UN I V E R S I T Y
S PAGE 11:  See how the NCAA Playoff quarterfinal opponents match up.
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WILD WEEKEND LOOMS
Scott Mieszala
DAILY EGYPTIAN
After decades of fighting to sim-
ply advance to the NCAA playoffs, 
the SIU football team is now faced 
with the task of getting over the quar-
terfinal hump.
This marks the third season in a 
row  the Salukis (11-1) have advanced 
to the quarterfinals of the NCAA 
Division I Football Championship. 
They will face Massachusetts (10-
2) Saturday in the quarterfinals for 
a 2:20 p.m. kickoff at McAndrew 
Stadium.
SIU hasn’t advanced to the third 
round of the playoffs since 1983, 
when the Salukis won the national 
championship in the three-round 
format.
In the last two quarterfinal games, 
SIU lost at Montana in 2006 and at 
Appalachian State in 2005.
“We need to get over the hump,” 
sophomore safety Marty Rodgers 
said. “We need to do whatever it 
takes.”
SIU coach Jerry Kill said Rodgers 
and sophomore cornerback Brandon 
Williams gave the Salukis a boost in 
their opening-round win over Eastern 
Illinois, and will be relied upon in the 
Saturday battle as well.
Both hadn’t played since Nov. 3 at 
Western Illinois, and Rodgers record-
ed nine tackles in his return.
Rodgers said his return for the 
playoffs comes at an opportune time, 
and it’s exciting to face an offense that 
is capable of passing or running well.
This season, the Minutemen aver-
age 157.6 rushing yards per game and 
233.9 passing yards per game.
“It’s exciting because you don’t know 
what you’re going to get,” Rodgers said. 
“As safety, you got to come up and 
help on the run, but you also got to be 
responsible for the pass.”
Massachusetts’ offense features 
running back Matt Lawrence, who 
has rushed for 1,473 yards and 16 
scores this season, while quarterback 
Liam Coen has completed 64.2 per-
cent of his passes this season for 2,670 
yards and 27 touchdowns.
Quarterfinal win would be first since 1983
FOOTBALL
SIU on the move
MEN’S BASKETBALL
See FOOTBALL, Page 10
Sophomore 
forward Christian 
Cornelius helps 
senior guard 
Tyrone Green to 
his feet during 
SIU’s Nov. 17 game 
against Northern 
Illinois. The 
Salukis will look to 
rebound against 
No. 15 Indiana 
after suffering 
their worst loss 
since 2000. 
STEPHEN RICKERL 
DAILY EGYPTIAN 
STEPHEN RICKERL ~ DAILY EGYPTIAN
Senior running back John Randle rushes through an Eastern 
Illinois defender during the Salukis’ 30-11 victory Nov. 24. SIU looks 
to advance to the semi-finals for the first time since 1983. 
 Megan Kramper
DAILY EGYPTIAN
 Coach Chris Lowery isn’t 
concerned the SIU men’s bas-
ketball team will be distracted by 
the lights and glamour Saturday.
After falling 70-45 to 
Southern California in the 
championship game of the 
Anaheim Classic on Sunday — 
the team’s worst loss since 2000 
— the Salukis (3-1) will host the 
highest-ranked opponent to visit 
SIU Arena since 1988 — No. 15 
Indiana.
“It means nothing,” Lowery 
said. “It’s another opponent. The 
biggest thing for us is that we 
lost our last game. We never 
get caught up with who we’re 
playing.”
The Hooisers (5-1) bring the 
prestige of a historic basketball 
powerhouse as well as highly 
touted freshman Eric Gordon, 
who leads the nation in scoring 
during his brief career with 27.3 
points per game.
Junior guard Bryan Mullins 
said it will take a team effort to 
shut down Gordon, and the team 
will play its usual aggressive style. 
SIU ranks No. 3 in the nation in 
scoring defense, holding teams 
to 57 points per game.
Lowery said the Salukis would 
have to set the tempo defensively 
and not let the Hoosiers take 
control early.
Salukis look to get back up
Face No. 15 
Indiana Saturday 
after blowout loss
See BASKETBALL, Page 10
 Sean McGahan
DAILY EGYPTIAN
 Perhaps the most eventful week-
end in Carbondale sports history 
isn’t as big of a deal as it would have 
been years ago, SIU men’s basketball 
hall-of-famer Seymour Bryson said.
The home quarterfinal playoff 
game for SIU football and battle of 
two top-25 men’s basketball teams 
Saturday — billed “Super Saturday” 
by the athletic department — may 
be the busiest day in the history 
of Carbondale athletics, with both 
games being broadcast separately by 
ESPN networks.
But Bryson, SIU’s all-time lead-
ing rebounder and current associ-
ate chancellor for diversity, said the 
heights the men’s basketball team 
in particular has reached make the 
event less of a big deal because the 
university is becoming increasingly 
known for its top competition.
“The fact that you have two 
events like this on one day makes 
it a unique and special day, but in 
terms of basketball alone it doesn’t 
really stand out,” Bryson said.
The 8:30 p.m. men’s basketball 
game against No. 15 Indiana, broad-
cast on ESPNU, will tip just hours 
after the conclusion of the football 
team’s 2:20 p.m. quarterfinal match-
up against Massachusetts, broadcast 
on ESPN Gameplan.
Bryson said he will attend 
both events, as an excited fan at 
McAndrew Stadium and later as an 
official scorer on the sidelines of the 
SIU Arena. 
He said the basketball game 
in particular is not extraordinary 
because the team, which has posted 
an 80-3 record at home since 2001, 
is expected to compete with the 
elite.
“Just playing against Indiana is 
not as exciting as it used to be, 
because we now feel we belong at 
that level. We’re nationally-ranked 
and they’re nationally-ranked,” 
Bryson said.
Carbondale 
prepares 
for ‘Super 
Saturday’
ESPN broadcasts 
for football, 
basketball
Football
SIU (11-1) vs. 
Massachusetts (10-2)
NCAA Playoff Quarterfinals
2:20 p.m. at McAndrew Sadium
ESPN Gameplan
Men’s Basketball
SIU (3-1) vs. 
No. 15 Indiana (5-1)
8:30 p.m. at SIU Arena
ESPNU
See SATURDAY, Page 10
